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Social Networks as an Introduction to Computer Science
Modules

Overview

•Centered around problems and questions not concepts
•1 to 3 weeks in duration
•Include technical, social, and philosophical treatments of

The HarambeeNet project seeks to bring together educators to build the community necessary to establish alternative
introduction to computing centered around the science of networks. e primary means of developing, testing, and
disseminating the new model will be via the diverse social and professional networks of the educators that attend the
workshops, participate in the faculty learning community, and serve on the advisory board.

Faculty Learning Community

relevant comptuer and network science
•Available as an Open Educational Resource
•Developed and tested across disciplines with faculty learning
community

We hope this new approach will capture the interest of a broad population of students, crossing gender boundaries.
We will develop modules and tools that will be incorporated into existing courses in math, statistics, computer science,
sociology, economics, and related fields. ese modules will be developed and evaluated by faculty learning
communities based at Duke. e work from these faculty learning communities will be supplemented by educators
who will attend workshops at Duke and use a social network model to disseminate the modules to colleagues who will
continue to assess and develop them. An advisory board with expertise in computer science and social networks will
oversee module development which will ultimately lead to a new paradigm for introducing computer science at a wide
variety of schools at all levels.

Questions
•How does your position in a social or economic network
(dis)advantage you, and why?
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•What is the longest and shortest path between two nodes in a

social network? What would mean it if each person could find and
exploit the shortest past to target individuals?

•Based on a your profile and your relationships within a

community, how can a system effectively recommend new items
of interest?

Tools

Model Courses?

Network Analysis & Visualization

•

Duke GUESS is adapted from GUESS, an exploratory data analysis and
visualization tool developed by Eytan Adar. For example, in the Steven Johnson's
popular book, Everything Bad Is Good for You: How Today's Popular Culture Is
Actually Making Us Smarter, he argues that current television shows have far
more complex plots involving more complex social networks than stories in the
past. The attached figure shows the Duke GUESS tool visualizing the social
network around the show 24's main character Jack Bauer. Students can use
GUESS to interactively and programmatically ask questions about networks.
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Utilizing Networks to Make Recommendations

•

Duke Scrobbler is a set of tools adapted from the AudioScrobbler client that
enables users to track their music listening habits through an online interface and to
find other users with similar tastes and habits. The Duke Scrobbler Java client
updates a user's listening profile on the Duke Scrobbler web site, tracking changes in
his or her iTunes library. Using the Duke Scrobbler web site, users can find other
users who like the same artist, song, or album and track popular songs and artists
among the users of the site and their immediate social network on Facebook. Duke
Scrobbler makes it easy to find people with similar tastes and friend them on
Facebook, or use your friends' listening habits to discover new music. The system
also generates recommendations with. In classes, students can experiment with
different collaborative filtering algorithms to generate recommendations and to
determine each user’s musical neighbors: those users with similar musical listening
profiles.

CoBib is an online bibliographic database for collaborative indexing and annotation
of citations. The goal of CoBib is to provide a means for research communities to
share and store citations and papers. The system enables users to learn about
research through explicit and implicit recommendations. Recommending is
accomplished explicitly through direct suggestions to particular people or interest
groups, and implicitly through collaborative filtering algorithms. While an online
database cannot supplant sustained interaction with mentors and peers, a system
that promotes the community aspect of research may ease students’ introduction to
research and facilitate various stages of the research process. Students use CoBib
data to explore how collaborative filtering can use the data on how the research
communities within a department are structured to produce more effectively
recommend new citations to users.
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Google: The Computer Science Within
and its Impact on Society (Duke)
Seminar on Social Networks (Duke)
Information Technology (Umaryland)
Online Social Networks (UNC)
Networked Life (Upenn)
The Structure of Information Networks
(Cornell)
Networks and Complexity in Social
Systems (Columbia)
Social Network Analysis (UToronto)
Networks and Complexity (UCalifornia,
Irvine)
Algorithms, Game Theory and the
Internet (Ucal, Berkeley)
Graphs and Networks in Systems
Biology (Penn State)
Network Theory (Umich)
Scaling in Networks (Columbia)

•
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Structural Data Mining (UIndianna)
Networks (UPatras, Greece)
Information Retrieval (UMich)
Complex Human Networks Reading
Group (MIT)
Recommender Systems (Virginia Tech)
Social Network Analysis (UEssex)
Create Engaging Web Applications
Using Metrics and Learning on
Facebook (Stamford)
Computer Networks (Umich)
Information Retrieval, Discovery and
Delivery (Princeton)
Scaling, Power Laws and Small World
Phenomena in Networks (Umass)
Information Retrieval (N Eastern)
Networks (Cornell)
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Sample Assignment: Blog Post
–

•

I'm Related to Kevin Bacon?

–

Overview of the Oracle of Bacon:In class we have talked a
lot about social and computer networks and all of their
component parts. We have learned many important aspects
of networks and what makes them operate. One of the most
interesting and complex notions is that of centrality and how
one can go about calculating centrality within a social
network. The Oracle of Bacon is one of the best examples of
a project that has created an elaborate social network
around the central figure of Kevin Bacon. However, it is
interesting that the site proves Kevin Bacon to actually not be
the center of the Hollywood network, in fact there are actually
1,048 actors who would make better centers than Bacon.
–
Here is a breakdown of the best and worst centers of the
Hollywood network. Although the only other actor mentioned
who would make a better center is Sean Connery, it can be
speculated as to what makes a great center. A good center
would have to be an older actor, have appeared in many
movies and many varieties of movies, have appeared in
large productions with many actors and have worked
overseas. Alternatively, a bad center would be young, have
appeared in only one type of movie, or one movie in general!

–

More recent centrality work
• There are many examples of computer scientists who
have dealt with the six degrees theory in their analysis of
the small-world phenomenon including Jon Kleinberg.
His paper: Could it be a Big World After All? The `Six
Degrees of Separation’ Myth. Society, April 2002 deals
with a lot of the important ideas discussed above.
Kleinberg argues that the initial data used to create the
notion of the small-world phenomenon was actually
skewed and data shows that there might actually be less
connectivity between people that was previously
believed. This paper was published in 2002, and it does
not seem to have garnered a large amount of debate
amongst the scholarly community. It seems that more
work and experimentation needs to be done in this field
to in attempt to make claims about the connectedness of
the actual world.

Why is the Oracle of Bacon Interesting to us?
• In reality, the game is an example of the small world
phenomenon. The small world phenomenon was
researched by Stanley Milgram as he examined the
average path length for social networks of people in the
United States. The phenomenon shows that paths
between nodes are always shorter than expected,
which is proved in the game. This oracle of Bacon game
was designed by computer scientists at the University
of Virginia in order to create an engaging way of dealing
with the small world phenomenon. The program for
calculating a Bacon number was developed by mapping
networks from http://imdb.com/ (the database for
movies and actors information).
Other related points
• Here is the original paper by Stanley Milgram, upon
which all of this information is based. The game works
to find links between different actors and find the
degree of separation from Bacon. It is amazing that
almost any actor, no matter how obscure, can be linked
to Bacon within six degrees and the average is under
three links (2.960).
• It is also interesting to look at the earlier examples of
small world phenomenon, which inspired the oracle of
Bacon. Erdos numbers refer to the number of nodes
mathematicians are away from Paul Erdos, a Hungarian
mathematician famous for collaboration. The Erdos
number project gives details similar to the Oracle of
Bacon about the amount of connectivity within the
network of mathematicians. In this network the median
Erdos number is 5; the mean is 4.65, and the standard
deviation is 1.21. This shows that there is slightly less
connectivity, but a high degree of centrality.
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